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The Society wishes to thank a number of members who have made monetary contributions to our Treasury
in excess of their dues. These
contributions, which were completely unsolicited, have made the budgeting of the Bulletin much easier.
We are grateful for their help and
pleased by their belief that the
Society deserves this kind of encouragement.
A NEW DEPARTMENT
In future issues, we plan a division of the Bulletin's content into two departments. One will deal
with the wooden plane and the
other with the metallic plane. The
growing interest in metallic planes
particularly those manufactured
by Stanley, makes this division an
important one if we are to meet
the
_ .needs of our members whose in-

terests center on the later but equally interesting metallic planes with
their myriads of "improvements".
The new department will be conducted
by Roger Smith whose qualifications
for the task are substantial. Collector, dealer, researcher, writer and
lecturer in the tool field, Roger is
a member and a -prime mover of many
tool groups. He is Treasurer of
"Tools'n' Trades" in Massachusetts,
and one of the founding members of
theBritish-American Rhykenological
Society. Roger's address is: 1444
N. Main St., Lancaster, Mass. 01523,
Please refer to him all Notes & Queries
articles, illustrations, or other
material having to do with the meta2lic planes. Transition plane material which seems to fall between the
two departments may be sent to either
editor.

The British-American Rhykenological Society
President

Robert D. Graham, Jr.
1390 Tuggle Way,
Sacremento, Ca. 95831
Vice President (G.B.) ..William L. Goodman
Vice President (Can.)..David G. Perch
Vice President (USA). ..Richard A. Martin
Secretary-Treasurer....Elliot M. Sayward
60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
Editor
Stanley Wooding Nicholson
c/o the Secretary-Treasurer
Send applications for membership to:
E.M. Sayward
Secretary-Treasurer
British-American
Rhykenological Society
60 Harvest Lane
Levittown, N.Y. 11756
Annual Dues... .$5.00

COMMENTS CN SIDE RABBETS
Bob Sutter
Just recently I acquired a pair, right
and left, of English side rabbet planes with
mahogany bodies, thin metal soles and boxwood
wedges (illustration A). Since I use the
Stanley 79 (illustration 3) side rabbet in my
shop and find it a most useful tool, I was
intrigued by this pair of little English planes
so obviously the forerunner of the number 79.
I have, in the past, owned and used the
earlier version of the Stanley side rabbet,
numbers 98 and 99 (illustration C) which were
furnished in a right and left pair also. I
found them awkward chiefly because of knob at
the rear of the plane body and because it was
a nuisance to switch back and forth between the
two as I worked. There may be reasons for
their eventual replacement by the all-in-one
number 79 with its 2 blades, one at each end
of the plane like conductors in a trolley car.
My curiosity aroused by my new aquisitions,
I decided to look through some old tool
catalogs and see what had been offered for
side rabbets. Apparently the only ones available were wooden ones which were sold in pairs
(illustration 0). There is one shown in "With
Hammer in Hand" dating from the first quarter
of the nineteenth century but doubtless they
were available earlier. I have one marked
R. Carter, Troy whom Ken Roberts dates 18421846. The wooden side rabbets, are about 4"
wide at the sole tapering to full width of the
body on the off side only and their blade is
very nearly centered in the body. These
features restrict use in grooves narrower than
4" and in dead end situations where the plane
/
1
must work into a corner.
Perhaps in an effort to ameliorate these
problems, the metal side rabbet shown in the
Shelburne tool catalog of the Wildung collection (p26 illustration 23) was invented. This
plane is a hat shaped casting with rosewood
infill enabling a blade to be placed on each
side thus combining right and left in one.
It seems passing strange that American craftsmen whose ingenuity was legend would put up
with the unhandy arrangement of pairs of
wooden side rabbet planes without trying to
combine them into one tool until Stanley did
so in the first years of this century.
I'd be curious to know if any other metal
side rabbets either in pairs or all-in-one
exist in collections or museuMs. Please
communicate any knowledge of same to R. Sutter:
49 Ethelridge Rd: White Plains, N.Y. 10605.
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SOME NOTES FROM KEN BASSETT
I.B.ALLEN
Vernon. 0.

Plow. Nicely made with handle. Beech. Standard.Blade:
Ohio Tool Co.

J.P.COOK
Detroit

Molding. Standard .Blade:
unmarked.

J.COTTRELL

Sash. Early. Has two blades
in single stock. Small fence
screwed with blunt point
screws. Stock 10 3'8" X 21
4".
/
.Not beech (Possibly hickory)
Blades: unmarked.

HEGNEY a BOILERMAN Molding. Standard. Very faint
imprint. Blade: unreadable.
310 Bowery

A USEFUL IDEA
We stated in 1-4 that a membership list will be
published. Since this can be the basis for
both swapping and providing leads to collectors
searching for particular planes or information,
Matthew carter suggests we invite members to
state briefly what aspects of collecting, study,
or use interests them most. Not only will this
provide a basis for exchanges between members
but it will also give us a directory of specialist knowledge.
If you will send the Secretary short descriptions
of your Interests he will attempt to express
them in a uniform manner as part of the membership directory. Include such descriptions as
collector, user, dealer: specialize in type.
maker, area, century, literature: publish aAsell
or swap"listl will show collection to fellow
members by appointment; also collect non-plane
tools and/or literature; and so forth.

;

E.B.HOLT

Copin3 plane. Standard.
Blade: unmarked.

J. WING

J.WING Mark is faint.Sash
plane with halves screwed together with metal screws.
Standard .Blades: unmarked.

C.Low

Crown molding. Standard.
Blade: miAsing.

D.MARRiNER
BK. M-

Yarrow smoother.
Blade: Wm. Ash & Co.

A.W.PERKINS

Early plow. Wood screws,
depth stop. Blade: unmarked.

G.KING

Standard molding.
Blade: unmarked.

JOHN BOYD

Two early molding planes.
One is 9 13/16" and the
other 9 3/4" long.
Blades: unmarked.

?ROCK SONS & CO

Molding. Standard. Stamp
has been overstamped and is
difficult to read.
Blade: unmarked.

I.

2.

NOTES & QUERIES
T. Granford writes re the question in /-4 about
the curious marria7e of parts from the Stanley
*65 and *66. "There is not really a puzzle.
The combination of parts was done by an owner.
The chamfer parts of the Stanley *65 Patent
Chamfer Spoke Shave simply do not fit properly
on a =66 beader. The latter has a flat workinT
surface, the =65, a slightly convex surface, and
the chamfer guages are also shaped, concave,
to fit."
Ray Salter tells us about a Dutch style plane
marked J.C.MORTIER EN ZONEN/GORINCHEM who may
be a merchant.
Dutch planes with irons marked ALBERT BERTRAM,
G.SERINGHAUS SOH(N?), G SERINGHAUS, F.W.DURHOT,
PF Wt, F.DUESIN, F.R. DUESINC and DUESING have
been reported. Since iron stamps are often very
difficult to read some of these may be interpretations of the same mark but there seem to
be at least five different makers involved.
R.P.SOces tells us about a French gutter plane
with an iron marked MARFF. We have had remarkably little comment on French planes or on
German, Spanish, Italian and other European
countries except Holland. If planes were made
commercially in South American, Australia,
Africa, or Asia no information has been noted
by B-ARS correspondents.
Eleven years ago Harold J. Haves, a dealer in
American Antiques in Pepperell, Mass., acquired
a pair of crown moulding or cornish planes
which had been part of the estate of New Hampshire's Governor Head. They were purchased by
J.A. Keillor and were certainly among the
choicer items in his wonderful collection.
Hayes,' sketch of general appearance of the
planes, a tracing of their profiles and a photograph of them appear elsewhere in this issue.
Ed Delaney supplies a list of names found on
planes of 19 C aspect. They are: W.SPRATS, N.
LITTLE, B.CHAMBERLIN, I SESSION, N*WINSLOW, H.
H.NILES, M. WATERS, and G. JOHN. Do any of
these appear in other collections?
HANDER & DILLOURPat. Mar. 14, 1365) is noted
in K.R.'s WPINCA as an observed label. Further
dating is supplied by Caroentry and Building,
1885 which notes a newly developed,adjustable
thamfer plane about to be offered by the firm
which they spell Mender and Dillin. The address given is 2543 Germantown Avenue, Phila,Pa.

From SVE
The practice of terminating chamfers above the
step is common to W Raymond, J R West. J Phelps
and J Thomas planes.
t.
An interesting riddle is offered by Bob Se
He owns a plane marked BEWLEY/WARRANTEI4 This
is presumed to be the American Bewley. K.R.
dates this maker (Edmund s. Thomas) between 1922
.:A/
and 1832. The plane is also marked J.C.DURY-.BROOKLYN. K.R. dates this hardware firm between
1836 and 1849. Did Duryea acquire and stamp
Bewley planes at least four years after they
went out of business or did the Bewlaya continue at planemaking, perhaps under Duryea's banner, long after there ceased to be records of
their enterprise?
Bill Goodman's opinion is that the suggestion,
mace some years agoNby Arthur Collier of Brixton. London and mentioned in 1-4-that the badger plane was the product of CHARLES BADGE*
may possibly be folklore. A plane of the general type made many years before Badger was
active has been recorded: as yet however, it
is not known when the name as opposed to the
plane type actually appeared.
Dutch merchants or makers whose names have been
learned are S.VAN EMDEN, J.D.MORTIER EN ZONEN/
GORINCHEM, JAN NOOITGEDAGT/YLST/FRIESLAND, J.C.
KA,MLER/ROTTERDAM, J.G.ANDRISS. F.HOON.T and
J.JANSSEN.
Catalog 5 - The Traditional Tools of the
Carnenter and other Craftsmen has recently been
issued by Arnold and Walker of 77 High Street,
Needham Market. Suffolk IP6 SAN (Price $3.00).
Dealing in English and Continental tools of
high quality, A & W have become a Mecca for
American collectors visiting Great Britain.
Their catalogs are superbly designed and include
a wide range. of information about tools and
tool related subjects, handsome photographs of,
and scholarly and instructive catalog notes
about tools for sale,as well as a list of both
rare and recent tool and craft books for sale.
No. 5 offers an article by Bernard Baverstock
on the 1797 Seaton tool chest which contains
more than 60 planes among other tools. Almost
all these planes were made by GABRIEL of London.
The catalog features for sale a large group of
Gabriel planes(not from the Seaton chest) assembled by A & W. A photographic typology of
Gabriel name stamps in presumed chronological
order is also shown.

In Bulletin 1-3, Ed Delaney told us aboit a
plane marked both LOVEAGE and JOHN SCOTT. He
now writes about to. GRANT/ N.Y. with the
Francis C. Billincton asks: "Were there really
same JOHN SCOTT mark. Both planes also have
two DeForests- from Birmingham or Derby, Conn.,
symbols surmounted by initials. The
Linson and Simeon,or is one of the names a dir- crown
Loveage crown is single (see I-3) with the
ectory misprint? Reports from collectors owninitials R.G. The rubbing Ed supplied of the
ing either man's label will establish this.
Tho. Grant has two crowns with R(?)A(?).
Similarly, were there both a Wadsworth H. Pond
Editors Note: In a future issue of the Bulletin:
and a William H. Pond as shown in Comm. direcwe will try to bring together the examples
tories or was William H. a misprint?
so far noted of crown marks with initials appearing on the 18th Century planes. Those
Still another E.G. STILLEY plane has come to
who have studied these marks believe they have
light. This one is owned by Mort Berman. a
some special significance and several theories
Californian. A block-plane,it is of rosewood
have
been advanced but no certain knowledge has
and measures 8 by2" by2': swelling to a width
developed.
yet
near the middle of 2 3/8" and tapering to 1 5/8"
N.Y.
at the back. Most Stilley planes reported are
Rita S. Gottesman in The Arts and Crafts in
guttarticle on this
of exotic woods. A BULLETIN
quotes an advertisement for cornishes and
1754
and
little known West Coast maker by Ken Bassett
ers for sale in a N.Y. lumber yard in
1768.
is pending.
another for gutter pieces and cornishes in
plane work was
all
that
theory
the
for
much
So
Bill Streeter has located a presumed planemaker done insitu by the carpenters and joiners enin Chester. Mass. named ANSEL W. STRONG who is
gaged in house building.
listed in genealogical recorcs as a -carpenter
and toolmaker". Strong died at thirty one.
Harold Fountain reports an ebony plough plane
His dates of birth and death are not given but
marked SHELTON & OSBORNE/BIRMINGHAM. CT.
it is known that his daughter was married in
Carl Bonn reports a copy of a Stanley *122 which
1870. If she were twenty when married. Strong
would have been alive in 1850. By the same
bears on its iron the name ECONOMY MFG CO/PHILA.
reasoning, Strong was probably not born later
The cap bears the same bell mark with 76 on its
than 1830 and perhaps as early as 1819. Any
side as is found on the Stanley Baileys. This
of these dates would have put his working period is the first time Carl has ever seen "Phila." on
into Melvin Copelanc's early years in Chester/
a plane iron.
Huntington. Perhaps Strong was a Copeland
A Dutch plane belonging to Jack Gorlin has the
employee.
surmounted by a crown.
initials
3.

Dan Semel describes a 1" birch hollow, 91
/
2" lonc
of 18 C appearance marked S. TAY/OR in a sawtooth rectangle. Another of :an's planes of
18 C
look has a rectanglc with --UND MARSH.
This is a 91
/
2" round. Still another, an astragal. 101
4
/ ", of beech, is marked T.ALARD.
Dan also reports: J.GEHRIGin a sawtooth box
having a top outline varying in height to match
the height of the letters which are caps and
lower case. It is a 91
/
2 " beech round. AITKEN
appears in a straight sided rectangle, antique
appearance but 91
/
2" and' beech while WATKINSON
is in a sawtooth rectangle on a decrepit moulder
A plane marked DUCHARME FLETCHER & CO/WARRANTED
with a crown device between the name and "Warrented" appears on a closed handled smooth
plane owned by Bill Eviston.
Bill Eviston has acquired an unusual 1
/
2" rabbet
plane with a brass plated sole and a thin iron
fence on the right side. Also on the right
side is a mark stamped in blue ink which reads
Columbia in an arc shaped outline. The left
hand end of the arc begins in a small circle
marked L.W. The right hand end terminates in a
heart shaped outline marked W.3. Below these
marks appears-Reg. U.S. Patent Office. No
dates or other markings appear except the number 19 on the tail of the plane.
C.S.WELLS/EVANSV/LLE (Indiana) appears four
mimes in Bill Iviston's collection.
Bill Eviston reports A & W MARSH/CLEVELAND/
OHIO. The "S" in Marsh is backward. The makers' names and Cleveland form an oval with Ohio
in the middle.
? D reports a name which maz_le.S.KONEY/PEKIN,
ILL. in a two story border
. The S.KON
are conjectural readings after much peering
through a magnifier. The place name is completely readable and is an unnoted address.
Whether the label represents a maker or a dealer is not clear.
Bob Ochenas subplies a list of unnoted marks
from his collection that may be of makers or
dealers but do not seem to be owners.
J.M.McCUNE & CO/COLUMBUS/OHIO.
The elements of the mark are in three sepan.
ate, embossed sawtoothed borders.
E.J.WATKINS
This mark appears on a boxwood plough with
ivory tipped arms. It is embossed in a straight
sided rectangle.
H.H.KNAPE/DETROIT
Embossed in a sawtooth border on a. 1.
1" hollow.
W.EVENS/PIT.
This mark, also embossed in a sawtooth border,
is very interesting for the plane is of 18th
C appearance and the "PIT." may well stand for
Pittsburgh. J. Leander Bishop reported in
A History of American Manufactures from 16081860 that there were four planemak,ers in Pittsburgh in 1807. Your editor found a pianemaker
named WALTER EVANS in an 1815 Pittsburgh directory, very likely the same man. In view of the
early appearance of EVENS' plane it would be
interesting to know when he started and if he
were one of the Bishop
four. There is at
Least a possibility that he is Pittsburgh's
earliest maker.
Other planemakers names your editor found in
early Pittsburgh are JOHN BARCLAY., 1815: THOMAS
CLARK , 1839. and WALTER LLITHGON* 1813. -W.
SCOTT who Ken Roberts lists and supplies with
an -1315 - data was WILLIAM SCOTT and operated
at least as early as 1813.

Bill Hilton writes that the LEONARD BAILEY plane
which Allen Weiss questioned in /-3 was made
by him under two patents, one covering a movable holder for scraper or plane cutter (*13,3818/7/1855) and a second for his clamp lever
(*21,311 - 8/31/1858). The plane was advertised
for sale in the New England Cities Business
Director's in 1867 when Bailey manufactured at
73 Haverhill Street, Boston, Mass. He offered
for sale "patent wood working tools such as
iron and wood bench-planes of all sizes and
descriptions, veneer-scrapers, spoke-shaves,
" It would be interesting to try to put
&c
together a listing of Bailey's line at this
time.
Larry Cohen has acquired a compass plane embossed W.J.DEMOTTS/*78HOUSTON ST., N.Y. The Iron
is marked W. FIELD/PAWTUCKET, R.:. He has also
reported the name E. DANBBRRY/NEWBRUNSWICK, NJ.
Tom Fuller reports that he has discovered planemaking activity in Louisville, Kentucky as early
as 1813.
In their handsome broadside issued in April,
Anne and Don Wing of The Mechanics Workbench,
Front St., Marion, Mass., 02738, offer 3
large and impressive list of fine planes as
well as other tools. The list includes F. CURTIS/COURT ST/BOSTON. Frederick Curtis who has
not been noted in published Boston lists we
have seen was at work around 1821 they tell us.
Also named are W.SARJENT/WEST STREET/READING
on a badger plane and I HARRIS on a coach makers curved rabbet plane. A SARGENT/READING is•
named in Bill Goodman's supplemental list published by Arnold and Walker. The Wing plane
label is almost certainly a variant of this
makers stamp.
Bob Donnelly sends a. photo of a label, WASHBURN
(embossed-sawtooth) which probably represents a
maker although the mingling of the mark with
that of J B (the J is backward) leaves it doubtful as to which was struck first. If J B were
struck first then, ergo, WASHBURN is perhaps not
a maker. On the other hand a number of Washburns
have been reported in the plane making business
in Western Mass. Compare W.L.WASEBURN/AMHERST,
OSCAR WASHBURN/GOSEEN, HATTIE WASHBURN a stockholder of the UNION TOOL CO./GOSHEN, KELLOGG,
FOX & WASHBURN/AMHERST, FOX & WASHBURN/AMHERST,
and FOX, NUTTING & WASHBURN/AMHERST. If indeed
he is a plane maker,WASHBURN alone has never
been retorted nor do we know whether he is one
of the Washburns we have listed or Sr. as yet
unrecorded one.
Other unusual names found by Bob Donnelly are
? S.PAR(R) , J.MARDEN, and W. CREST. All are in
sawtooth borders and the ;lanes are of 18th C.
appearance.
A possible-owner maker found by Bob Graham is
I + HOVEY in caps and lower case. The letters
are incised and very large. The plane, a round,
is of walnut.
Gil Gandenberter adds detail to the report by
A. Clioson of H.A. LANGHORST. Langhorst was a
Cincinnati hardware dealer a: 510 Main St. from
1870 to 1880.
Dan semel has been very productively researching THOS. GRANT. We can expect to hear more
about this in a 4-*--e issue of :he Bulletin.

PRIMITIVE TONGUE & GROOVE PLANES
Dave Perch.
Sketches show fence sides & front ends.
A = Tongue
B = Groove

A
4.
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Tracings of profiles of planes from the
Governor Head estate sold to J.A. Keillor by
Harold J. Hayes in 1966.
Both planes are marked F. GRAY on the fore end.
One is now in the colleCtion of Harold Fountain.
NOTES & QUERIES (cont.)
Tom Gruber asks about planes resembling
STANLEY and SARGENT models which are marked METAL PRODUCTS CORP/MADE IN USA/PARPLUS.
The label exists in at least two states a
second of which is METAL PRODUCTS CO. INC.
Allan Foster reoorts the finding of still another H.G. Stilley plane, this one marked H.G.
STILLEY/MAKER/OAKLAND/CAL. It is a razee jack
plane, apparently of rosewood. In excellent
condition,it had travelled to Hayward, Cal.
:n his exhibit at Spring Mill, Fred Bair displayed two Dutch planes with irons bearing% as
/
4" roman ogee iron was
yet unnoted,..marks. A 1
marked EB MULLER & C. A 3/8" roman ogee was
marked either S. FD. S or J. Fa. S.
Dick Hay recently found two planes with features
characteristic of Baltimore planes marked W.J.
HEU(IS)LER-.. The name is unremarked in any listed so far noted.
Harold Fountain has a jointer, with a heavily
chamfered wedge,which bears the incised name
DUNCAN. We think that bench planes were more
frequently left unmarked by their owners than
moulders so this may be an owner's mark but
other observations of the mark if they exist,may
put it in the maker column.
Paul Hubler asks if anyone can provide plans
for a splint plane. His address is Piety Hill
Blacksmith Shop, Box 124. Rockford, Minn-55373.

Apparently all planes were not "boxed" with
boxwood. Carl Bono has noted that at least seven Philadelphia makers used lignum-vitae for
this purpose. They were:
E.W.PENUELL
JOHN BELL
G. WHITE
D. COLTON
HENRY G. WHITE
WM. GOLDSMITH
ISRAEL WHITS
It is also noted that E.W.CARPENTER/LANCASTER
sometimes used lignum-vitae for this purpose.
Lignum-vitae translates from the Latin as Wood
of Life.
A NOTE ON THE SMITHS OF REHOBOTH
By Richard T. DeAvila
I would like to pass on some information regarding Mr. AARON SMITH/REHOBOTH and E. SMITH.
Last Fall I came across the SMITH Family lot in
a cemetery in Rehoboth. I assume it is the
family lot as AARON, his wife Prudance and a
daughter who died at 11 months of age in 1795
are buried there.
Another stone in same lot reads:
"Sacred to the memory of
EZEKIEL SMITH
Died May 26, 1834
In the 87th year
of his Age.
This could have been AAron's father (It is not
his son). He may be the E.SMITH/REHOBOTH that
the Wings report. (Brother - ?)

Aaron Smith's stone reads,
"Sacred
To the Memory of
Carl Boom requests anv information anyone may
Mr. Aaron Smith
have about the Gage Tool Co. of Vineland, New
Died Dec 21, 1822
Jersey for a research project ho is conducting.
in the 54th year
Advertisements, pictures, instances of planes
of his age.
in woods other than beech, business records, or
Heav'n gives us Friends To
anything else relating to the firm or its planes
Bless the present scene
will be appreciated.
Resumes them to prepare
S.
Us for the next.

Tracings of a pair of patterns for jack plane
near
totes owned by Black Creek Pioneer Village
Ontario. "A" is 3/8" thick. "B" is 7/16".
/
4 ". (before
4
/", of "B" 41
Bottom length of "A" is 41
reduction). Numbers are Museum numbers.

NOTES & QUERIES (Cont.)
Bob Seifert reports a rOHN HUUN plane. First
mention of this name was by Garland Rainey in
I-4.
Dan Thomas describes a beechwood hollow 9 15/16"
/
4" x . 3/8". The plane is marked J. WILSON
X 31
in a serrated border. It has flat chamfers
and a heavily moulded step.
Dick Martin identifies W. WARREN mentioned in
1-4 as WILSON WARREN who did business in both
Nashua and Hudson, Vt.
Dick also mentions that E.C.HARRIS of Coleraine,
Mass, is listed in the New England Business
Directory for 1860 as a supplier of plane stocks.
C.BARTLETT in a sawtooth rectangle appears on
a moulding and a rabbet with spur belonging to
Bob Sutter.
Dick Martin has located a plane maker named
G.S.WILDERAINSDALE, N.H. He appears in directories of 1860, 1868 and 1875.
In British Planemakers Bill Goodman lists HEATHCOTT & LINLEY/SHEFFIELD. 300 Dziadul's April
Heritage House list offers a HEATHCOTT/SHEFFIELD1
apparently an unrecorded variation. He also
lists1M503801frof 18th C appearance and an unusual address for a well known plane maker,
MOS(E)LEY & SON/KING & BEDFORD ST/CORE(?) GARDEN/LONDON. The brackets are your editor's
who has supplied a missing "e" in Moseley and
questioned CORE which he believes might be a
misread for COVENT despite his inadequate knowledge of London geography.
Bob .D.
:hansi tells us that the proper spelling of
the firm given in 1-3 is HoLCoMB & SLENTZ. Their
address
E.DAYTON/0, but he has been unable
to locate anything about them in the directory
material at the Dayton Historical Society.
A smooth plane marked SANDOE & EDELEN/MANUF./
SHELABARGER'S PATENT 1848 in incised Roman:letters is reported by Charles Randall. The break
iron which is also inscribed SHELABARGERS PATTENT 1848 is illustrated on another page.
G.

Dave Perch has a Dutch friend, John Ruhland,
with whom he has discussed the unusual devices
stamped on Dutch planes. John explains that
towns in the Netherlands often had what amounted to town symbols which were part of their
coats of arms and which local artificers used
to mark such objects as clocks, tools and weapons. The winged figure with the trumpet belonged to West Graft Dyk, a part of West Friesland. John believes the man with a staff is
also a town mark and we hope to learn which
town. The mark for Amsterdam is composed of
three crosses in a vertical line. Has anyone
observed this on a plane? The crown symbol,
seen on many Dutch planes, apparently celebrates
the unification of the seven provinces which
are the basis for the present Netherlands.
Jim Roaers informs us that he will be sending an
article on an unusual specimen of a 7HILLIPS
plow plane he has acquired to the EAZA. Since
Jim just joined B-ARS we will hope at least some
of his future efforts are directed toward the
Bulletin but we look forward to seeing his work
in some not too distantly future issue of the
Chronicle.
Steve Eckers responds to the inquiry about
RUSSELL & ERWIN in our last issue. He says
they were predominantly lock and builders hardware manufacturers who were orgainzed in the
period 1846-50. Among the principals were
Isaac D. Erwin, Henry Russell and Henry Russell,
Jr. The company in recent years has been called Russwin and was still in existence fairly
recently and may still be operating. Query:
Did they make the planes they advertised?
Bob Graham reports finding the label OSBORN &
LITTLD on a grooving or fixed fence plough.
In our last issue we spoke of the value of Vern
Ward's Iron Horse Catalogs both as sources of
planes and other tools for collectors and also
as reference works. From time to time we will
mention other commercial activities in our line.
Many collectors are already familiar with the
principal dealers in or professional' writers
on tools but those who are just beginning or
who are far from the centers of communicaiton
will, we hope, find these notices which are
adyertisements, useful.

BAILEY ?LANE - Allen Weiss Inquiry
By Roger Smith

Interesting to note that 7 days after the
Rusts assigned their patent (see =6) to J.C. &
H.B. Beach, H.B. Beach received his awn patent
=289,332, Nov.27,1883, assignor to the Meriden
Malleable Iron Co. of Meriden, Ct.
The patent drawings for (*6) and the above
shows an iron bench plane of similar design.
William Fenn of Meriden. Ct. assigned his
patent *291,178 Jan. 1,1884 (Improvement on
Iron Benchplane to Foster, Merriam Co. of Meriden.
WilliamTidgewell of Middletown (TidgewellMiddletown try squares are known) assicned his
patent *313,694 Mar. 10,1brio to the Meriden
Malleable Iron Co. of Meriden, Ct. (Improvement
in Iron Joiner planes.)
What were the relationships of the firms?
If any? Meriden Patent Novelty Co.
Foster Merriam Co.
Malleable Iron Co. all of Meriden, Ct.
Perhaps some interested member from the
Hartford area can do some research that may
unravel this entanglement of inventors and manufacturers of planes in the Meriden-Hartford
area.
At least this patent information gives some
leads.

There shouldn't be any great mystery about
this plane. Bill Hilton of Lynn, Mass. has
written a very thorough article on Boston Planemakers in the EAIA Chronicle, June 1974, pgs.
23-27. He clearly illustrates the Bailey plane
mentioned, explaining that the mechanical arrangement, though different, is of the same
orinciole as Bailey's first patent, Aug. 7,1855
same patent date).
New England
The plane is alsoTIOWril.n
Cities Business Directory for 1867.
Pat. *64,477 issued on May 7, 1867 to
Benjamin A. Blandin of Charlestown, Mass., is
of similar design. See pg. 213 Woodworking
Tools 1600-1900 by Peter Welsh. Gov't Printing Office 1966.
Blandin's specifications state that thio
is an improvement over the Bailey plane. This
would indicate the Mikity, plane was being manufactured at least as early as 1866, but was
eliminated prior to, or at the time S.R. & L Co.
purchased Bailey's plane business in 1869.
Hopefully, someday a Bailey-Boston trade
catalog will surface, to accurately pin point
various dates and develooments of Bailays'planes. DAVE ETESOU - CHAPLIN'S IMPROVED PLANES-R. Smith
The basic design for this plane was patent
Bill Hilton deserves all the credit for
*126,319 May 7, 1872 issued to Orril R. Chaplin
this information. I am just passing it on.
of Boston assignor to himself and Charles H.
Ballard of Worcester, Mass.
FROM ROGER SMITH in reply to F.C.Billinaton's
This date along with July 4,1876 is stamped
inquiry about the Standard Rule Company's planes.
on the blades of most planes observed and O.R.
The planes manufactured by and shown in
the Standard Rule Co. catalog were from a patent Chaplin's Patent, Tower & Lyon, New York Mfrs.
The July 4,1876 pat. *179,494 was issued to
issued to Solon R. and Arthur E. Rust of Pine
John I. Tower of Brooklyn, N.Y. This mentions
Meadow, Ct. (New Hartford) =287,584 on Oct. 30,
a hollowed iron handle dovetailed to the base.
1883.
I have one like this, but most planes observed
All known oatents by one or both men
have a checAered rubber handle.
E.M.Chaoin & Solon R. Rust
1. Sept. 8, 1368
Interesting note: several collectors have
(Pine Meadow). improvement in
*76,051
Wooden Plow planes.
assumed this rubber handle to be a contemporary
replacement and were about to change it for wood.
2. May 16, 1882
Solon R. Rust (Pine Meadow)
*257,981
Knights Mechanical Dictionary Vol. II pf. 1179
Improvement in Iron Bench
tells us that India-rubber was widely used for
plane.
Solon R. & Arthur E. Rust
vulcanizing, in the U.S.: starting in 1821. The
3. June 19, 1883
vulcanized India-rubber is mentioned, (but not
(Pine Meadow) assignors to
*279,885
Meriden Patent Novelty Co.
part of) Pat. *381,186 issued to E.T.Torkelson
and Iver Johnson of Worcester, Mass. on April
Meriden. Improvement in Iron
17,1888.
Block plane. (witnes s E.M.
The top and bottom corrugations (found on
Chaoin & E.E.Kellogg)
later Chaplin's Patent Planes) is mentioned (but
4. July 31, 1883
Solon R. Rust (Pine Meadow)
not part of) Pat. *381,141 issued on the same
*282,468
assignor to Meriden Patent
day as above to Torkelson & Johnson.
Novelty Co., Meriden. ImJohn Tower was issued several other patents.
provement in metal toy plane.
All of these patents, mentioned, illustrated a
Solon R. & Arthur E. Rust
5. Oct. 30, 1883
plane of nearly identical design. Obviously
*287,534
(Pine Meadow). Improvements
Chaplin and the others either sold their patents
in planes. (Manufactured by
and/or worked for Tower.
Standard Rule Co.)
This provides background material for someSolon R. & Arthur E. Rust
6. Nov. 20, 1883
one to research the firm of Tower & Lyon (New
*288,866
(Pine Meadow) assignors to
York) probably Brooklyn. who were manufacturing
said Solon and Henry B. and
planes as late as 1910 (c1910 Rayl reprint)
John C. Beach. Both of
Meriden, Ct.
Improvement in Iron Bench Planes
7. June 17, 1884
Solon R.& Arthur E. Rust
(Pine Meadow) Improvement in
=300,399
Flexible Faced (circular)
planes.
Solon R. Rust of (New Hartford)
8. Oct. 22, 1889
assignor to the Birmingham
*413,329
Plane Mfg. Co. of Birhingham,
ConA. Improvement in Iron
Block Planes.
Arthur E. Rust of (Pine Mea9. Sept. 9, 1890
dow) assignor of one-half to
*435,951
Solon R. Rust. Improvement in
Wood Bottom bench planes.
Obviously E.M. Chaoin (Edward 14.e president
of H. Chapin & Sons, and Solon R. Rust were
friends. Note Patent *1 and the witness for
=3. Was E.M. Chapin actually helping a metal
plane inventor and/or manufacturer (which eventually led to the downfall of his company)?
Were Solon & Arthur Rust 1.::others? Father and
son? (Perhaps Solon Rust worked for E.M. Chapin
during the 14 years between his 1st. and 2nd.
patent:
Solon Rust must have been a free-lance inventor selling to several Conn. plane manufacturers at least, starting in 1882 (2nd ?tent).
Note the trend developed. It appears that
most plane inventors and/or plane manufactu-rers
have a close relationship if geographically
close. (starting in South eastern Mass.): etc.

A PRIMITIVE FILISTER ?LANE
from the collection of David Perch.
7
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TO ALL WHOM IT MAT CONCERN:
De it too.. that we, F. Urn sod I. Coot ran, of ?summer, in An mem, of teamster, and State ef
Praosylvaois. have i
ed to.. sod voila Improreartt in Joiners' Planes; and we Jo hereby declare that
foilo•ic; 'aan fail, etear.,aaa coact description theresf, ehich will enable those skilled in the art to testis
sal es. the same, reference twin: had on the accempaayiag drawingis, tarsier, pan of this see:ideation,
'lb. notary of oar ioreotioa relatea Co kaprovements is jeiners' places, whereby iii. designed to reader
A. stocks his ihshlis to earp, to rezr,alate the *4i:hi of d• same. to pencil. for scar. perfect delivery of the
aillastitg the same to be toed to o dingle at. Znatle place, and sdiattiag the mood to Is to govern
A. wild of de same for the passzge of the sharing.
And it eauLats La ems:rusting the meek partly of Ire; sahstitatiug, for the tapered notches of wooden
smeist for hold!:; ob. tighteniareelps, sct.screws for Ssialeg the wedge, which is rude of metal, and pro.
sided with as ad.C:Inual tightmainvtre• in its upper mi. which works agsiett the fate of the plea...bit, Or
Iota a swirel.nat which slides in the Mots of planeSita, ea ordinarily committed, arid providio; a wooden
wear at the back side of :ke plaoe.bit. as will be mare fay described on reference to the eccompartiiegdray.
inv., wherein—
Firare 1 .-epreseats a plan view of our improved pleas.
Figure 2, a central seEtee of the male so ohs lion sof5g. 1.
Fiance 3, a pisa vie* of a part of oar improvemeat apptied to ple.oebits, haring the onlioary stet is this
same; mid
Figaro 4 a serjoa on the Hee y y of eg. 3.
Similar Utters of refereoce indisato correspondin: ;arm.
A. represents de wand pert of de stock, sod
B ob. iron pliwisa of :ha same, which are secure.' tspdar lay the serews d L
Tile part 3 may -So solo of cost:,,,, and of diffornat ejchnesscr, as may be aesired to g
tbe weiglat
uf deplane.
The bead!, sal knob may he moaned to the part 3 rcitahle sockets previa,' for them by the screws...
Doc pan 3 la ;retitled with !up. a'
set.scroes. 1., are arraaged to hold the cap.
tbrough
C reperseats a metal cop or wedge. providel with a sowtroaw, 3, by which it may be, if desired, mina at
its upper end from the bit D.
Tb• sail rap Ls provided eith t raise I portion, C', is aZratec of de setwercw 6, SSICII tines by a gentle
=re< tin= the erizs pastila of the same. SJ as to p
:As shariait from clos„fog agniast de screw.
When a platehia is sic" eichnet a slot, as in dr. 1 at! 2. we S..a set.serew aernoled as cheerio shown.
to; to saapt our in:peered ti;htaiiing...edge,to plane-Mu at ohs *id consteactioa, having the eiot for zet.sereirs
as ordinarily commatted, we attach, to the ends of th• ms-errews, swivel-noes, r, havia: slots in two edges of
the lioiZei which aamit is to slid: widin tba slot in de plmte.hit, by taking the mizes of :no bit formicg oho tide
trails a the >lot is she latter into the dots in the net, maroon being of the proper 144 to be mistimed through
the enlargri portiaa of the slot in the plaael•it.
E eepersents a eel;.. +hick may be matte of wood or metal, sal arranguil is she bottom of the mooch of
dip &fife: moiler de paoswhic., zed :old there by the setworew ei passin; chrisegh a slot in de said weds;
earreby it may ha adiustel within de mood it th• sea*.
The fate of tie wedge nest the planinbit is previa...I with a mos% s". to aamit de sot • of the setwerew.
The sober ii lest de opper etta at the inetnilie seedy C ts provilea with a recess./. (see Sg. 4,) when die
sate is card.
Dy th• %SP at oar improved *size, the some plastoshit may b• toed for a double en single Sir.
When mei as a single Lit, unity be applied so shoe. in Sg. 2. and ehen used as a slauble hit, the set-screws
may bot witil_swe, fp liiit the atige say be moved .1a.ve meciently our to the edge of the bit to scree th•
parpose oft dantle bit
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MORE ON JALTIWNE PLANE MAKEW;
By; Richard E. Hay

In any event this style of securing the slip side has
only been found by this collector on planes made in
Baltimore. However, not all Baltimore makers used this

The December 1976 issue of Plane Talk contained a
report from dill EviLton on a plane bearing the mark
BARKLEY 6: HUGHES / dALTILME. in my previous search of

style, e.g. F.Chapin, H.L.Kendall and A.B.Seidenstricker
lc Co. used a single row of five screws to secure the
slip sick, on their beaoing planes. Figure 2 show: the

the Baltimore city directories, as recently reported in
The Chronicle, I had not found this partnership. With
this new clue i undertook a second search of the direct-

two styles of screw arrangement.

ories for information on the working dates of the Barkley
& Hurtles partnership or any other information on either
Barkley or Hughes. Nothing was found concerning the partnership

or Mr. Hugnea. However, starting in 1816 a reference was found for a John.M. Barkley, planemaker, 3
Light street. Perhaps the Barkley & Hughes partnership

was similar to many others in Baltimore planemaking in
that it had a short duration. If this were so the gaps
between the existing copies of the directories for the
period during which Barkley worked could easily have
hidden the firm. Successive references were found for
darkley in the existing directories for 1817-18, 1819,
1822-23 and 1824. His place of business changed during
this time span being at 32 Light street in the 1817-19
period and at an address listed as "over the S.W. corner
of Lijit street and French alley, entrance in Light
street" in the 1822-24 period. After 1824 no further
references for Jonn M. darkley were found through 1860.
Figure 1 shows u Barkley imprint. Ken Roberts, "Wooden
Planes in 19th Century America" shows a listing for a
j.no.h.harkley which is probably a corruption of this
imprint.
The Barkley plane in my collection is a 3/8 inch
edge eead with a clip side. The interesting thing about
it is that the slip side is secured with two rows of
screws similar to those bead planes manufactured by W.
Vance and much later by E. Caldwell. Could it be that
faith Barkley and Caldwell learned their trade from Vance?

The recent discovery of a plane!' bearing both the
F.CHAPO / /AKER imprint and the A.B.SEID1A4STh1MER & CO
mark indicates that when Seidenstricker took over the
Chapin factory location at 44 Light street in 1856 he
also took over his stock. This indicates that Chapin
probably ceased to make or sell planes under his name
after 1856, though he remained in aaltimore in variouv
businesses such as turner, screw manufacturer and hardware dealer until at least 1860. Therefore, I believe
0
the final working date for planes marked p.CHAPIN /
MAKER should be 1856 rather than 1860.
The search of the directories as reported in the
previously cited Chronicle article did not develop any
information on the Baltimore Plane Co. However, a recent
2/
acquisition of a fore planebearing the imprint
CARLiN de FULTON / SOLE ACT'S / BALT1KiO8E PLANk. CO gave
a new clue. Carlin and Fulton were wholesale hardware
dealers in Baltimore from 1864 to at least 1900. During
the period 1864 to 1883 they were listed as hardware
importers. After 1881 they were merely listed as hardware
dealers. Therefore, this would tend to place the working
period of the Baltimore Plane Co. as after 1883. This
would make it the last wooden plane manufacturer to operate
in Baltimore. It also heightens the possibility that the
Baltimore Tool Works which was in business briefly in 1890,
may have been the producer of the planes marked oaltimore
Plane Co.
1/ Collection of Hal Prucha
2/ Courtsey of Tom Tully
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In the Teoember 76 Bulletin "Plane Talk" Francis C. Billington
inouired about the Standard :Rule Company of Unionville, Tann..
. elly, he expressed an interest in the ad.;ustment mechanirm.
3pc.
:he attached dra7n2ig and notes on a Standard Rule plane in
my oollection anculd ;supply stme f the in:To:ma:tan he was :asking
for, and may Le :f interest ta :thsr 1kR3 mcmoers. The irawing: of
the frog or 2.:!:•.:27,=en: meohanism,
is rather illailed
due to the :=p:ez1:-; af tto interlaokinq zastings. =anose la
show the tasti....zo tigether, feeling it wosli te more meaningful n
understanding how :he ad,rastment is made.
A few additional comments on aonstruction details. The •tady
of the plane is
conventianal manner sut of oeechwood. :he t.a:e
is fixed and supported by a low profile :as piece. The front kr.ob
is :crewed directly to the plane body. This partioular model is
the ?a:me form type.
.
I have notized that both "Y,e Bld Tool Shed" and "Iron Horse
Antiques" list these planes as being currently available.
DAVID A. SPAM

o

o\\o
"D

F,gure 1, :;91:.11A.2::::.LT .:=rnt
1
Figure 2, Schemazic of screw arrangement3

Figures ill;.:strating
More On Balt:more ?lane Makers

10.

H. G. ST11.1.EY, A CALIFOIIHIA PLAHE NAKEk
Hy Kendall Bannett
A limited number of planes exint showing imprints Willi California
cilien. To date all but one appear to be hardware dealern. The
lone exception is H. G. Stilley who wan clearly a maker of wooden
altinun. quite pen:Ably he wan the only maker on the coast.
At present 1 have specific ieformalion on Li dozen Stilley pluous
residing in neveu different collections. Through various coetacln
a number. of ° Churn have been tentatively meetioned. All but One
of these planeh has been found in California, Oregon or Washington.
The exception wan fo tint! in Vermont which seemn quite out of place
but more on that later.
Thu elenes themnelven are very interenting. Ali :Owe ex;:client
craftemannhip and design. Eight are of rosewood or a closely related
npecies. There are one each of beech, Leak, lignum vilea, and ebony.
In the nelection of weotlii, type:, of planes and S141.14 Mniit show a
ntrong indentily with the nhip building trade. Among the planes
are five nmoothern, two spar planes, two ?2 inch jointers and three
molding planes. The three with handlen, two jointevs ala a saouther„
are of the razee design. Thu planen contain blades made by a number
of iroe manufacturern.
Four different marks are represented.
14.6.STO.LEY
niAae

2.

Hoc STILLEY
MAKER
OAKLAND
CAL.

They are;
3.

14.G.STILLEY

MAKER

4.

li.G.STILLEY
btAxcit - a F.

OAKLAND

Apparently the several words we .e different nlamps an they occur
in different relationishipn. The word "MAKER" 0C Urn in two wizen.
It in small on 1 and 4 and the name size as other lettering on 2
and 5. Hark i in the moat prevalent. The an Francisco mark occurs
on only one plane. Thin one also happen to be the one in beech.
It in a m u l ti hg pattern (casing with fence).
The Vermont example wan, as you might know, found by Elliot !;aywarti.
The plane snown the number one mark which atwgests it might have
been made ;ii name location other than Cal ifornia. However, the plan(
I found in Oregen bears tile name mark. How then, California 10 Vermont.
1 bOieve the annwer lies in aome ship carpenter's cheat. The
aan Frew:ince hay area to Hew ialgland then makes a lot of senue.

In 1877 Mr. Stilley moved acrotn: the hay to Oakland where he is
shown to renide at a number of sddrennen up until hia death in
about 1915. For all but one year up until 1907 he in variounly
linted an a carpenter, joiner, ship carpenter and Ship Joiner.
The one minaing year in 1885. Apparently he retired at the age of
60 in 1907. ln 1911 he again shows up at a laborer with the :street
deportment, He retired again in 1912 and apparently died in 1913.
Martha L. Stilley in listed as a widow in 191h.
Although the directory entries show a specific trade for Dr. Utilley
they do not iii way:. show 0 apecifie employer. Among hi:; employera
are the Oakland Planing Minn, the 30uthern Pacific Company, and
the Pacific Col :it Steamiihip Company. The Oakland Planing Milli; made
fancy millwork which went into some of the bent homes and also
turned out 3an Francinco'n famed cable cars. The nouthern Pacific
Company wan involved in Ship building.
AL no point is Mr. St Alley identified as a plane maker. It in my
belief that hi:; plane making wen eanontially a moonlighting activity.
The limited number of examples would tend to And
it wan not
full time buniness at least not for very'long. The different
marks reprenenling different locations and thun different periodn
would aluo nupport this belief.
Hr. Stilley obviously ponnensed considerable &kill even ir he een
not a full time plane maker. How then win the shill acquired?
It Woo common practice for shipwrights to make their own (.3 lies and
he might have learned that way. Thin explanation in a hit nhakey
on two Guinan. Most significantly, ship's planet: are of the general
bench type that could be made relatively easily. Among the twelve
planen are three complex moldinga. Secondly, aunt. ehiperights planet; I
have neon do not have the fine finishiee delailn shown by the Stilley
planes. That leay.-a us believing that atilley IiIui9It have had GGISIO
formal training andicquired some npecialized tools for planemaking.
The beech molder with the San Francinco mark may be nignificant. in
thin regard. Because of the mark it to likely the earliest plant!.
If Dr. Stilley had training before coming to Snn Francisco and then
set out to make pitmen there, he probably would have nlarted with
beech. Later finding other employment but making plenen from kime
to time he mieLt have switched to the woodu at hand. Every nhipyard
had a supply of exotics.
The evidence seem.; 1,0 pnllit to nome formal training though in must only
he considered conjecture. We must learn .dore of Mr. Stilley'n
4? y
.eern between hia birth in Delaware and arrival in ::an Francisco.
the directory sequence sea other observatioes at heems probable
Mut the plianue bearing the San Fraecinco mark are the eerlienl.
Next thane without a city bearing the name "HAW:" stamp would fieem
likely. The Oakland made ones would be most recent.

Uilien

Vallee regintiation recordu :Ana+ that H. G. Slilley, Henry Gunn
Stilley was born in Delaware in what reconntructs to be Augnnt of
l3.!7. The,ul records alno nhew Mal at age 64 in 1892 Hr. .t11 Icy
wan 5.9" tal l, of light complexion with brown eyeu and gray hair.
He first show:; up in the :ian Francisco directory of 1869 and is
linted as A carpenter ::orkiii!.; for the Decimate:: (hill and Manufacturing
Co. vrom 18,9 through 1.876 he is listed as carpenter working for
a number of firms ,nd living at a number of adarennen in rain Francisco.
In 1875 he had a son Howard Willin Stilley who :Mown up later in the
directories an 0 plumber.

Hopefully it ill more information will turn up on H. G. StillCy. 1
certainly would appreciate anything anyone han to offer. I would also
appreciate knowing of additional examplen of Stilley'n work. All will
be panned on threugh

PLANES IN TUN 11C0PPER TOCI. CHEST.
exouptl"n of .the block plane, thuuu planes look as If (boy 'd

R. Jawed Abor
ln

Duuumbur

1970 I purchased

4

never been used.

cheat of tool, which bud forworly

beloneod to a Mr. John 0. Hopper who bed boon a carpenter In

hammering, probably to remove thu blade.

Included In the cheat was a bill of uulu fur nineteen planes

. _

made and sold to Mr. Nopper'by William Roffuneutuf Now York city.
Unfortunately, the bill of sale wee not dated.

According to

This Is a copy of the bill of sale;

1 But Beads 3/16, 2/0, 3/8, 4/8, 5/8, 6/8, 7/8, 8/8
Rabbet Pale. 1 1n.111.2 In

1.25

1 1/13 wed

1.25

1 Pair Match Pos. 7/11

2.50

Do

1/2

2.50

6/6

sis PfWI;t-rrge.14e,1-gi - 'a. .21./

19.50
4.--

Centre Wed

fli

;.11./k.

2b7r6--21.18
1t15--22.75
.50

Block Pn
Top Iron

23.25

.

All planes; boar the maker° 0 marks

1..
1' .. .

/"..a. • ,

With thu oxeeptions which will be noted, all blades
are marked;

i Mi'i SYSvIuE MF6.00
M.WittlAN1C0 CAST 51411IL

1 • '‘''k '..,• •••• .

• 1
• '.!-.:i•• ..,
" . • s."„
.

'1.—..-••••••71‘z,.!f.;4

,

Moat of the pianos have a Roman Numeral scratched Into the
blade and an Arabic Rewora1 written, In pencil, on
the wedeu.
Plano Deeoription

3/16, 6/8 wade.
Th u sum of 45.16 has boon oobtracted, without explanation,

Iron wore added on.

than

the Block Plane and Top
*

All of the planes shown on thio bill were still
In what could only be doucribed as mint condition.

5/8, 7/0

Blade
Marked

With

thu

4odee
Marked

li" Rabbot

3

Boads

4

2/8, 3/8, 4/8, 8/0 Beads
2"

In thu ,bout

WHO':FMANN
WYORIC

J.G1101TER

Paid W. Hoffmann

r the 'tome were totaled and

The blade

(4$)
WA44.4.Tau
tear WWI

and, 0: ownor'e murk:

2.50
23.50
Irons
Paid

af

The

The throat and wade°

le markeds

Mr. J. Hopper BoL of W Noffmann

Do

single blade Is 2" wide and has u blot.

of thu blade has three linoe ucrutchod across It.

planes In Now York city from 1856 to 1807.

1

The block plane manures 9 3/8" lone x 2 5/8° wide.

of the piano have a pencilled nowerul I on each and the oure

Roberta Planemakere...in New York State, William Huffuan made

1 Dodo

The block plane has been nuod.

Thu uule hoe some rude acrutchea and the buck about' alena of

Fair Lawn, N.J. In the late mood.

1

The wood is very clean stud uorutch-frou and

the Irons are fro. from rout.

5

Rabbot

2

6/0 Dado Plane with brass stop with
wing nut at thu top
Thu double opur iron on this plane
is s,urkud

co

IV

3

IV

3

Cont.

PILTDONN PLANE
Hopper Tool Chest (cont..)
Plane Description

.

Blade Marked
I

1

III

No mark

1/8 Bead
1/4 Center Bead - No maker's mark
4/8 Match Tongue and Groove Planed

No mark

7/111 Match Tongue

7/8

Wedge Marked

No mark

I

Match Groove

II

1" Rabbet blade is made by:
PROV.
CA11.61WIL

No murk

TooL co

1
2
1 In

The old collector, in a box of
junk,
Underneath some oddments in an antique
trunk.
Espied a plane which almost drove him mad.
For the awful object he uncovered had,
An Auburn iron with a bunged up
edge,
in a Dutch-type planestock with a
Chelor wedge,
Stamped 1590 on both heel and toe.
Over boxed unitials and, struck just
below.
The saw -tooth framing of a maker's
name.
The collector trembled as he read the
same,
T'was SJAKESPEARE/LONDON, but that not
the worst,
Which was PLANEMAKEB TO - ELIZABETH I.
P.D.

In the acme tool cheat there wee another rabbet plane in
equally new looking condition.
Tool Co., Greenfield, Masa.

This was made by the Greenfield

While the body of the plane was of

sliehtly different proportions and the wedge a different shape,
by coincidence, the blade was made by the same manufacturer as
most of the above--Uumphreysville Mfg. Co.

There were no other

marks on the blade or wadea.
The front of the plane was stampedi
The buck was stampudi

31

'"ce

N2590

Since these planes were In ouch fine condition, I IhooFht, II
might be or help to record those markings.

Othera w.y huvo

similar planes which have marks partially OblIterulud from ouu end
time.

This may help decipher their markinge.
13,'41, el

of l'•1:1-"..0 A 1.•":-.

The break iron is inscribed "SHELABARGER'S PATENT 1848"
and functions more as a depth of cut adjustment than a
shaving break. It is notched so the shavings pass between
it and the cutting iron- passing out through a large opening (A).
The plane could only be used for very fine work as the shaving
notch is only about .02 inches.
- Charles Randall

f

SPRING
BOB

GRAHAM

Illustrated above are accurate representations of two actual moulders designed to cut
very similiar mouldings comprised of a cyma
reverse and astragal. The example on the left,
imprint GEORGE CARPENTER, is quite different
than most complex moulders of British or
American make in that it is intended to be
used in a position perpendicular to the work
rather than canted (as in the 30,FULLER example) which was standard practice in the
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The
amount of declination from the vertical (which
usually ranges from IS to 30 degrees) is
known as soring.
Because of a slight disparity in overall
widths of these two planes (fig.1) it is not
evident in the representation that the width
of the body of the FULLER example is proportionally greater than the width of the
CARPENTER example. This disproportion is to
be expected in nearly any case when comparing
the necessary overall width of the canted
versus uncanted moulders made to produce any
given profile.
This statement would on first thought
seem to be erroneous, because if we imagine a
rabbet plane canted 30 degrees to a baseline
(fig.2, a...b) we will of course say that the
body of the canted plane is thinner than the
profile produced and that the effect is even
more pronounced at greater angles. Of course,
no one would advocate the practicability of
canting rabbet planes, but the illustration
does give us the opportunity to form the
following axiom which will shed some illumination on the situation encountered when
canting moulders:
The distance between two
parallel lines (the sides
of a plane) intersecting
fixed points on a baseline
is greatest when the lines
are themselves perpendicular
to the base.
When we apply these criteria to moulders
14.

It at once becomes evident that, because of
the nature of the moulding profile, we are
dealing with a baseline which is itself canted.
The rather typical Moulding (fig.3) which
sticks on one inch and sticks down one half
inch happens to have a baseline tilted to 25
degrees which corresponds exactly with the
amount of spring designed into the canted
moulder represented in the same figure. The
parallel sides of this moulder are therefore
perpendicular to the baseline and it follows
that a moulder designed with this degree of
spring will be of the maximum width for a
moulding of this size. Therefore, a savings
of material, both wood and metal, would be
effected by constructing moulders so that they
worked straight down. A moulder of this form
is also represented in the same figure which
would have an overall reduction in width of
11% and a reduction of about 18% in the width
of the iron.
It is frequently, but not always, the
case that the baseline of a moulder corresponds closely to the baseline of the moulding.
If the spring is either more or lass than the
angle of the baseline, the body of the moulder
will be relatively thinner than it would if
the spring and baseline corresponded exactly,
but if the spring is very great, 35 degrees
or more, the angle made between the side of
the moulder and the shoulder will become quite
acute, and the stock will have to be made
thicker to threngthen the shoulder.
At this point in this discussion the
advantages would seem to weigh heavily • in
favor of the moulder which works straight
down, but in spite of the fact that a canted
moulder is usually wider and heavier and
therefore takes up more space in a chest, this
was the standard pattern used in Britain and
America for two centuries. There was, of
course, a very good reason for the general
adoption of this form of moulder: there are
advantages--advantages which more than compensate for any shortcomings so far discussed.
The most obvious of these advantages is the
improvement made in the cutting action of the
iron. When dealing with a profile such as an

ogee, canting the plane (and thereby the iron)
removes from the iron to a large extent those
parts of the profile which, were a vertical
iron used, would scrape rather than cut(fig.4a)..
This of course applies only to a moulding with
a canted baseline such as we have been discussing. when we are dealing with a semicircular
profile, such as a bead or astragal, the baseline is horizontal, and canting the iron would
be detrimental in that it removes the inherent
deficiency from only one side of the iron while
compounding it on the opposite side. The
result would be an iron with which it would be
difficult (more likely impossible) to produce
an accurate moulding (fig.4b) as the moulder
would 'tend to vary from its intended line
because of the resulting drag on one side.
Improved directional stability is a very
great attribute gained by building spring into
a moulder. This can be illustrated by means

of representing two identical ovolos (fig.5)
worked by two moulders of different design.
When working the moulding straight down, there
is a natural tendency for the moulder to walk
away from the stuff being worked. This is
caused in part by the inefficient cutting
(which produces drag) on the vertical parts of
the profile and partly from the slope of the
profile. Great care (and considerable force)
is necessary to maintain constant contact
between the fence and the work. By canting the
moulder so that it becomes nearly perpendicular
to the baseline of the moulding, the combined
forces (represented in the illustration by
arrows) expended by the worker to push forward,
down, and to maintain the fence in contact with
the work are consolidated and directed in
nearly one plane which is itself nearly perpendicular to the baseline and the vertical axis
of the moulder.

fig. 2

/

a/e./..

fig. 3
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A Further Aspect of "Sprint." in Mould inc Planes .bv

Philip Walker

I have been priviledged to see Mr. Bob Graham's article on "spring" in moulding planes and I agree
entirely with his account of the effect which this spring (canting) has on the width of the Plane
stock.
I also agree that the main reason why British and American moulders were made with spring
was to obtain the two advantages (reduction of "dead spots
from the cutting profile and improved
directional stability) which he mentions.
However, I believe there is a third advantage and that this relates to the width of the plane's
mouth gap. I take it as axiomatic that for any given plane there is an optimum width for the gap
between the cutting edge and the part of the plane's sole directly in front of-it (i.e. the mouth).
Now the throat of a plane is cut so that it is at its nirrowest at the mouth and widens out as it
rises towards the top of the stock. This produces the well-known effect of widening the mouth as
the sole wears away; a disadvantage which is often countered in wooden planes by re-mouthing with
inserted pieces of wood. It also has the effect of making the mouth width uneven when a plane
originally designed with a flat sole (see 1) is converted to work a profile (see 2). Good quality
planes designed to work simple profiles do show even mouth widths (see 3) and this is achieved by
"contouring" the front inside wall of the throat. The exact geometry of this contouring is complicated, and depends on the angle at which the throat is sunk, but it consists in reporducing, to
a greater or lessef-degree, the reverse of the plane's profile on the front wall of the throat
(see 4). Many moulding planes have no such contouring with the result that the mouth gap may vary
considerably (see 5).
If a mouth gap varies it must depart in places from the ideal and consequently risk producing a
rough surface. It also means that there will be more drag on one side of the plane than the other
and that the throat is liable to become choked by a thick shaving pulled from the part where the
mouth is widest and jamming into the narrower section. The only complete solutitn is contouring
and. there are some splendid examples (usually French planes) where this has been done with a result
as in (4). However, springing the plane so that it works vertically to the baseline of the moulding,
while it cannot eliminate the variations in mouth gap, does balance them out acrcss :he plane's
width and reduces the extremes (see 6).
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An 81
2
/ " smoothing or mitre plane belonging to
Herman Freedman. It lias•the initials EDP in a small
crown. The single iron is marked I & H SORBY.

Crown moulding planes from the estate of Governor
Head of New Hampshire which were part of the
Keillor collection.

An unusual plough plane from the collection of
Harold Fountain.

A plane from the collection of Bob Donnelly with
a previously unrecorded makers stamp.
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A planemaker's factory of the 1870's. Jacob Lovell and several hands made planes of all kinds in this building
located in Swift River, a village of Cummington, Mass. Lovell's machines were powered by water from the Westfield
River. Turn of the century photograph.
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